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Untangling Certificate Complexity 

Does certificate complexity have you tangled up in knots? 

Private and public digital certificates serve a valuable role in keeping your organization 

and its users safe. They also come with significant administration challenges — especially 

with the rise in short-lived certificates. Short-lived certificates may be more secure, but 

their brief lifespans mean an almost continuous cycle of renewal to prevent the outages, 

inconvenience, security risks and reputation dives caused by their expiration. 

Without an efficient approach to managing digital certificates, you aren’t just putting your 

workforce and customers at risk of breach or service outages — you’re impacting the 

productivity of your IT staff, whose time could be spent on other mission-critical systems 

and software. That’s why implementing centralized, automated certificate lifecycle 

management should be a priority.

Automation is key, but which model of automation is best for your organization? Read on to 

learn more about the three main models of automation — agent, agentless and connector 

— and how they could work for your organization.  



Agent-Based Methods:  
On Device and On Demand 
Agent-based methods install software (the “agent”) onto a device and create a gateway to the 

server that will be hosting the certificate(s). The agent communicates with a central management 

console to track various lifecycle events, like issuing a new certificate or monitoring the expiration 

thresholds that trigger cert renewals. The agent that manages the resulting certificates is 

generally proprietary to the certificate management provider. 

This command-and-control environment requires that host servers are visible to the management 

console, and that agents are kept up to date. 



Agent-Based Methods: 
Pros and Cons 

 • Certificates management 
is automated

 • Adds to IT costs

 • Another thing to manage on the 
server or user’s machine

 • Different operating systems (Mac, 
Unix, Linux) require different agents 

 • Agents are proprietary to 
the vendor 

P R O S C O N S



Agentless Methods: 
In the Cloud and Into Passwords 
In the agentless approach, the central management console stores access keys or credentials 

for each certificate host server that will be managed by the console. This method relies on the 

host server to store the IP addresses, privileged usernames and passwords that are used by the 

central management console API to connect and perform certificate lifecycle events. There is no 

installation on the device; instead, the data is pushed from the server via SSL or other protocol, 

similar to software automatic updates. 

This model requires that the device’s privileged credentials be kept up to date in the locally 

installed or cloud-hosted central management console and with the server at all times. Sharing 

this information is, of course, an inherent security risk; if the provider’s cloud is breached, the data 

is exposed. As with agents, certificate management is proprietary to the solution provider.

https://player.vimeo.com/video/483123822


Agentless Methods: 
Pros and Cons 

 • Certificate management  
is automated

 • No installation on the device 

 • Privileged information (passwords, 
usernames, etc.) may be shared to 
the cloud 

 • Privileged information must be kept 
in sync

 • Certificate management is 
proprietary to the vendor
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Connector Methods: Open Source and 
Closed to Complexity  
The connector model does not rely on agents or credentials. Instead, this method uses open 

source certificate utilities. These utilities can be added to a platform (such as ACME clients). In 

many cases, they are already embedded in popular enterprise platforms (like Microsoft Intune). 

Connectors work autonomously to request and install certificates independent of one another, 

with a lightweight browser-based certificate portal providing the traditional certificate 

management functions like manual issuance, revocation, reporting and account management. 

This approach decentralizes the mechanics of managing certificates — eliminating the 

management console from being an enterprise-wide, central point of failure. 

In addition, connectors are not proprietary to a vendor. They can be simply re-configured for use 

with other certificate service providers.

https://player.vimeo.com/video/483123822


Connector Methods: 
Pros and Cons

 • Certificate management is 
automated

 • No installation on the device

 • Uses existing, open source utilities 

 • Technology and vendor agnostic

 • Prevents enterprise-wise failure 

 • Your IT team manages the 
installation and configuration of 
open source utilities

P R O S C O N S



Connector Models & the HID Advantage

PKIaaS from HID Global uses the connector model for highly secure and simple 

certificate management. This method ensures that certificates are not just automated, 

they’re perfectly tailored to your needs. PKIaaS from HID Global allows enterprises to enjoy:

Scalability and modular growth. Connector certificate automation is infinitely scalable, 

allowing organizations to easily expand their use cases in the future. 

Geographically dispersed architecture. If one region goes down, traffic can be diverted 

to another. In addition, customers with manufacturing in different parts of the world receive 

faster responses to requests — especially helpful for Internet of Things use cases.

Simple subscription plans. Instead of paying per certificate, HID Global leverages a 

subscription model with various thresholds. 

Access to experts. With PKIaaS from HID Global, help is available at almost any time on 

the web, through email or by phone.  

Reduced IT burdens. Free your IT department from time-consuming manual certificate 

renewal and database management so they can focus on other mission-critical systems 

and software. 

Fewer outages. Expired certificates lead to outages that affect an organization’s 

reputation, productivity and bottom line — and they’re almost inevitable with dated and 

self-driven setups. 



Increase Control — Decrease Risk 
Experience the Control of Simply Managed 
Certificates With HID Global

Certificates don’t have to be complex — neither does choosing the right PKIaaS provider. Which is 

right for your organization: the on-device agent model, privilege-based agentless model, or open 

source connector model? Contact the PKI experts at HID Global for help evaluating your options 

and keeping your business safe and reliable. 

Get started by talking to an expert at hidglobal.com/pki-expert.

https://player.vimeo.com/video/483123822
https://info.hidglobal.com/2020-05-iam-dc-global-certauthcom-web-contact-sales-pki-expert_lp-request.html
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